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·BS· unit installation

Safety alarm

Ventilated enclosure

When the R32 sensor in the ·BS· unit detects a refrigerant leak, it will activate the safety measures.

An external alarm circuit (field supply) must be connected to the SVS output of the ·BS· unit.

When the R32 sensor in the ·BS· unit detects a refrigerant leak, the SVS output closes and activates the alarm. An error message is displayed 

on the remote controllers of the connected indoor units.

     -     This alarm system must warn audibly AND visibly (e.g. a loud buzzer AND a flashing light). The audible alarm must be ·15· dBA above 

the background sound level at all times.

     -     

     -     For the occupancy listed below, the alarm system must additionally warn at a supervised location with 24-hour monitoring. To warn at 

a supervised location, connect a supervisor remote controller (e.g. ·BRC1H52*·) to the system

Do NOT use the external safety alarm if the ·BS· unit is installed in an occupied space where people are restricted in their movement.     -     

For details, see the manual of the ·BS· unit.

When the R32 sensor in the ·BS· unit detects a refrigerant leak, it will activate the safety measures.

This includes:

opening the damper of the unit to allow air to enter and evacuate the refrigerant leak.

activating the fan output signal to trigger an extraction fan to operate.

displaying an error message on the remote controllers of the connected indoor units.

For the ventilated enclosure safety measure, ductwork and an extraction fan are installed.

At least one alarm must be installed in the occupied space in which the ·BS· unit is installed.

with sleeping facilities.

where an uncontrolled number of people are present.

accessible for persons not familiar with the necessary safety precautions.
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